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HALL OF DEMOCRACY
REBUILDING TRUST

GFA - 3245m2
CAR PARKING BAYS			
62
PWD PARKING 				4
MOTORCYCLE BAYS			20
EMERGENCY VEHICLE		
1
BIKE RACKS				40

LEVEL 2 PLAN - 1:250
GFA - 809m2

LEVEL 1 PLAN - 1:250
GFA - 895m2

EDUCATION

EXPLODING FROM THE GROUND UP, THE HALL OF DEMOCRACY AIMS TO REINVIGORATE THE FRAGMENTED
POLITICAL CLIMATE BY REKINDLING THE BROKEN TRUST FOUND BETWEEN THE PEOPLE AND ITS GOVERNMENT.
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LEVEL 3 PLAN - 1:250
GFA - 837m2

EDUCATION

CONNECTION

COMMUNICATION

Education on politics and social issues. Creating a
population that can reason, think for themselves, be
empathetic, and gain knowledge about the past, present,
and future. Additionally, individuals will be educated
on the impact their actions, and words can have on the
political system. With a greater level of education on
politics, the overall public discourse and political climate
will be improved, and democracy will be reinvigorated.

Creating a connection between what the people want/
need and what the government does as well as the
building with its surrounding context. The building will
aim to bring a sense transparency to the government,
symbolised in the majority glass facades of the
building. This transparency, as well as the lines of
connections created, will in turn help gain the public’s
trust in their government.

Communication between politicians and the public.
Creating a relationship between the people and their
government. Furthermore, creating a dialog between
members of the public providing a place for discussion,
debate, and a voice for the silent majority. By creating an
avenue for the public to come together to deliberate on
political and social issues a more cohesive front can be
presented when it comes to engaging with the government.
The building will attempt to provide an inclusive and
protected space for the people to voice their views,
especially people who are in the silent majority and are
afraid to speak out and to voice their opinions.

DAH811
DAVID BONGERS - n10505971
ALISTER PETERS - n10541284
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